Study Guide:

Can You Hear Me Now?
“People rarely remember what you say, but they remember
how you said it, and how it made them feel.”

The 3 D’s of Bad Communication
1. D__________________________________

Dealing with Bad Communication

2. D__________________________________

M___________________________________

3. D__________________________________

A____________________________________
P_____________________________________

Understanding our Toxic Thinking Patterns
The all or ________________ trap

___________________ Short Circuit

_________________________ conclusions

____________________ Imagination

The _______________________ bomb

Attaching ____________________________

The _______________________ game

_______________________________ Doom

3 Common Communication
Mistakes
#1 – Yelling at Your Spouse
#2 – Having a Competitive
Attitude
#3 – Making Marriage About
“Me” instead of “We”

Keys to Listening More Effectively
Make listening a ________________________.
Listen with everything you have. Give your ________________
attention
Listen with an ______________ mind
Listen with your ______________, not just your ______________
Listen to what ____________ being said
Listen until your spouse is ______________________.
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Tips for Better
Communication

5 Communication Tools for Marriage
The Principle of First _____________________:
The course of a conflict is not determined by the person who
initiates, but by the person who responds.
The Principle of ___________________________:
It is difficult to sin against someone while you are tenderly touching
them.
The Principle of __________________________:
The success of a conversation can be maximized if the timing of the
conversation is carefully chosen.

• Pray before talking about
issues
• Commit to no Toxic Behaviors
• Agree for resolution, not to win
• Learn to give helpful criticism
• Think Rationally before you
speak
• Listen
• Be Honest with yourself and
your mate
• Speak to Heal, not to Wound
• Choose the Right Kind of
Words
• Admit your fault in the matter
• Be willing to make
concessions- Accept that you
can’t get everything you want
• Forgive
• Communicate love and
commitment
Roadblocks to Effective
Communication
• Talking too much
• “I’m right, you’re wrong”
• Fixing it can break it.
• Going through the motions
• Not allowing for differing views

The Principle of ______________________:
Understanding can be enhanced if we measure it often throughout a
conversation.
The Principle of ______________________:
Success in communication is more likely when we invite God to be
an active participant and guide.
Nine Ways Never to Begin An Argument
“You always…”
“You just don’t get it.”
“You never…”
“What, this again?”
“You have to understand…”
“Why can’t you just…”
“You’re not listening!”
“Everyone else is…”
“How long is this going to take?”

• Denial of our own or others
pain and suffering.
Fundamentals of an Apology
Express ____________________
Take _________________________
Find a _______________________
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